
From: Simon Neal <simonr.neal@which.net> X3422/1
To: whitlock@valleynet.bc.ca <whitlock@valleynet.bc.ca>
Subject: Northamptonshire Whitlocks
Date: February 22, 2000 12:29 PM

Dear Mr Whitlock,

I am interested in finding out if you have any information concerning
Whitlocks in Northamptonshire. My great-great grandmother was a
Whitlock, born at Alderton in Northants, and I have traced her line back
into the 17th century in the area just south of Towcester. I think that
the family was of humble origins, so I do not expect to find out very
much about them before this time, but I would be interested if you have
any information concerning Whitlocks in this part of Northants, as the
surname appears to be very rare in the area before 1700.

Many thanks for your help,

Simon Neal



From: Simon Neal <simonr.neal@which.net> X3422/2
To: whitlock@valleynet.bc.ca <whitlock@valleynet.bc.ca>
Subject: Northants Whitlocks
Date: February 23, 2000 11:54 AM

Many thanks for your reply. It sounds very encouraging. Here are the
basic facts about my Whitlock lineage. I also have many of the details
concerning Alderton and Shutlanger Whitlocks on a Family Tree file,
which I think I could attach as a GEDCOM file and send to you, if you so
wish, but I expect you have all the details already.

Anyway, here is my guess at a line of descent.

My great-grandmother, Emily Abbot, was the daughter of Thomas Abbot, who
married Sarah Whitlock in 1859.
Sarah Whitlock, born 1840 in Alderton to John Whitlock and Mary Jelley.
John Whitlock (1813-94), baptised in 1813 at Alderton, shepherd, died
1894. He married Mary Jelley in 1835 at Alderton and later Hannah Sewell
at Whittlebury in 1847.
His parents were Thomas Whitlock and Elizabeth Wesley.
Thomas Whitlock (1779-1828) was baptised at Alderton in 1779, son of
John Whitlock and Elizabeth Valentine. He died in 1828.

>From here on, there is a lot guesswork involved.
I believe the first John Whitlock (1750-1836) to arrive in Alderton was
born at Shutlanger around 1750 to William and Elizabeth Whitlock. I have
not found a marriage for this couple, and would be interested if you
have such a record.
William Whitlock (1724-1803) was born in 1724 by John Whitlock and
Elizabeth Woodfield at Shutlanger.
This John Whitlock, I think married three times, first to Hannah Marriot
in 1702, then to Mary harris in 1719, and finally to Elizabeth Woodfield
in 1723. I think he was born at Shutlanger in 1679, to either John,
Thomas or William Whitlock. His baptismal entry leaves the father's name
blank. All three of the above, I believe were brothers, born to William
and Alice Whitlock, probably at Shutlanger. Unfortunately there are gaps
in the records.
The original patriarch of the Shutlanger Whitlocks was I think William
Whitlock, who I think was baptised by Thomas Whitlock at Paulespury in
1624.
Thomas married first Elizabeth Bromley in 1618 at Paulespury and then
Elizabeth Haycock at Towcester in ?1623.

As you can see there is a fair amount of guesswork here, but I believe
most of the Northamptonshire Whitlocks in the Towcester area originated
from this Thomas Whitlock of Paulespury.

I would be interested in any information you have concerning Whitlocks
in this area, and also whether my surmised line fits in with the lines



you have records concerning. X3422/3

I am also interested in any information concerning a Thomas Whitlock,
citizen and merchant taylor of London, who left a will, dated 8th
December 1558. he held lands in West Smithfield and also in
Northamptonshire, and so I wondered whether he was linked to the
Towcester Whitlocks. Many of the Shutlanger Whitlocks were taylors. This
Thomas had a brother called Humphrey. It's probably a long shot.

Many thanks for your help. I hope you can fill in a few gaps in my
lineage.

Regards,

Simon Neal



From: Simon Neal <simonr.neal@which.net> X3422/4
To: whitlock@valleynet.bc.ca <whitlock@valleynet.bc.ca>
Subject: whitlocks
Date: February 24, 2000 10:16 AM

Dear Mr Whitlock,

Many thanks for your reply. I shall gather all the information I have
collected on Whitlocks in Northamptonshire, and send it to you. It will
probably be easier for me to do this by post. I attach a GEDCOM file
containing a very rough tree of Whitlocks in Alderton, Stoke
Bruerne/Shutlanger and Paulespury. If you would prefer the information
to be sent by post let me know. I also have baptisms, marriages and
burials on Excel spreadsheets if you wish to have these as well.

If you want to send me any information
(although you might be able to do it by e-mail) then my address is:

1 Thrush Close
Booker
High Wycombe
Bucks
HP12 4RJ

There are hardly any wills of Whitlocks in this area that I have found,
and I suspect that my Northamptonshire Whitlocks were not wealthy enough
to have left very many records. As a result I've had to guess at some of
the links here and there.

Anyway, I shall send you my information, which I hope will be of
interest, and I look forward to receiving yours.

Many thanks,

Simon Neal

WJ696/?


